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Cycling:
an important growth area

Significant increase 
in central 

government 
funding

Strong ‘natural 
growth’ in many 

urban areas

Recreational cycling 
is ‘the new golf’

Our research shows 
strong latent demand for 

safer urban cycle 
infrastructure



What should we build?

Where should we build it?

If we build it, will they come?

Decision makers need information

Opus Research’s cycle demand 
forecast method can answer these 

questions in a cost- and time-
effective way



• Modelling (transport & GIS):

• Estimate the future based on what happened in the 
past

• But, this has some inherent limitations

Existing infrastructure demand 
forecasting methodologies



• Stated preference surveys:

• Overcomes some weaknesses of modelling by:

– Gathering data from current cyclists AND non cyclists & 

potential cyclists

– Asking people about their current cycling behaviour, and 
what may encourage them to cycle more often

• But, generally not seen as a very reliable way to predict 
what people may do in the future. For example:

“Next year, I’m definitely going 

to eat less and exercise more!*”
[*may not actually happen….]

Existing infrastructure demand 
forecasting methodologies



A stated preference ‘scenario’ survey technique 

with a twist

We employ scenarios, 

and social & behavioural science 

to overcome the limitations of stated preference surveys

Opus Research’s:
Infrastructure Demand Forecasting Methodology



We work closely with the client to 
carefully design the survey, using scenarios to account 

for the conditions and goals of the local area

Case study: Wellington

Wellington City Council, NZ asked:

“To encourage the most new cyclists 
to use a new arterial cycle route, 

what type of infrastructure should 
we use and on what route?”

The case study area, in Wellington city



Case study: Wellington

• We developed three infrastructure scenarios on three routes
• We surveyed the WCC citizen panel (approx. 700 responses)
• Sample weighted with census data to be demographically representative

• Respondents grouped based on current transport cycling behaviour and 
willingness to cycle more often

• Frequency of stated use for each infrastructure scenario was reduced by 
the appropriate factor for each group

• Output: likely frequency of use for each infrastructure scenario
• Output combined with census data to produce forecasts



• The survey output is combined with census data to 
calculate forecasts for each route and infrastructure 
scenario :

• transport cyclist average annual daily flow (AADT)
• mode share
• and the number of new cyclists, and new trips

Results: Infrastructure demand forecasts

Cycle commute mode share for each route and infrastructure scenario:

Opus’ demand 
forecasts for 
Wellington city 
found that the most 
direct, least hilly, 
and safest route 
would encourage the 
most new cyclists to 
cycle to work

Current

Painted lanes 

between 

parking and 

traffic

Painted lanes 

not next to car 

parking

Barrier 

protected cycle 

lane

Central 

route
4.75 % * 4.69 % 7.58 % 10.89 %

Western 

route
- 4.49 % 7.19 % 10.21 %

Eastern 

route
- 3.73 % 5.73 % 7.98 %

* 2013 census data shows a mode share of 4.40 %



• Data can easily be collected

• Scenarios are tailored to the local context

• A cost- and time- effective method, which makes it 
accessible to any community 

• Has produced very similar results to complex (and more 
expensive) demand forecasting models, and the NZTA 
EEM

Benefits of our method
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